SUGGESTED RESOURCES FOR CUBISM UNIT
CHECK ALL LINKS PRIOR TO USE WITH STUDENTS TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATENESS

Week 1 -

Picasso-Cubist Art Lesson: https://youtu.be/RlNf5XZDcQs?list=PLZc0uD-JLA0COR0hwKQg8DBiwh5BBlIZX  (View first 40 seconds yourself to get ideas for your Unit Hook). Use links embedded in the Unit Framework to show the rest of the video to your students.

Who was Pablo Picasso? By True Kelly

You Can Do the Cube lessons- These lessons follow along with the small booklets provided from the ALP department with Rubik's Cubes. In pilot-these lessons were easier for the students to follow initally.


Rubix Cubes

Week 2 -

Who Was Pablo Picasso By True Kelly

Photo of Las Meninas by Picasso and by Velazquez (see in Picasso Art Examples)

Photo and Artwork of Gertrude Stein (see in Picasso Art Examples)

Straws, stuffed animals, rulers

Ish by Peter Reynolds

Rubix Cube and book

Week 3

Who Was Pablo Picasso?

Example of George BAroque (see in Picasso Art Examples)

“Spaghetti and Meatballs for All”: https://youtu.be/jN_GmgeU5cw  (for teaching perimeter) and materials

Perimeter & Area lessons: http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/top-teaching/2012/12/10-hands-strategies-teaching-area-and-perimeter  (Includes some from this unit and others for further extension or practice).
Roll A Picasso sheets and dice
Rubix Cubes and books

Week 4
Who Was Pablo Picasso?
Unifix Cubes (or cheese its)
Rubix Cubes and books

Week 5
Who Was Pablo Picasso?
PiCture of Guernica (see in Picasso Art Examples)
Check to see if your school has a mosaic created from all the students' class pictures.
Seagull Mosaic
Mosaic Lesson 1-Intro to Pixels: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ptJaJT8jAM

Week 6
Picasso and the Girl with the Ponytail by Laurence Anholt

Rubix Cubes
Mosaic Lesson 2-More on Pixels: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8c1CAT2zEI
Graph paper (one inch)
Images from Pixel lessons
Unifix cubes

Week 7
Who Was Pablo Picasso?
STEM Day 1 materials
Picasso sculpture pictures (Examples of Picasso Artwork)
Week 8
STEM materials
Rubix cubes
Graph paper

Week 9
STEM Materials

Week 10
Materials for Self Portrait

Other Resources:

The Perfect Square by Michael Hall

When Pigasso Met Mootisse by Nina Laden

Just Behave Pablo Picasso by Jonah Winter

The Boy Who Bit Pablo Picasso by Antony Penrose

Grow and Know- Picasso  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8RTot9hxhA

“When Pigasso Met Mootisse“: http://www.storylineonline.net/when-pigasso-met-mootisse/

“Ish”: https://youtu.be/vpICaczeQ9o

Do The Cube: Solving for the Cross Lessons

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_kT9IuszGe00xIStlprX1ZvLlO2gOMkgzzLPoGUX4/edit

More Lessons for the Cube (Including a blank template for creating your own mosaics)

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B1vytTtPGcznNEdJQXlWVfINbQ&usp=drive_web&dpr=1#


Or go straight to... [http://mosaic.twisttheweb.com/](http://mosaic.twisttheweb.com/)

Mosaic Builder Guide for the Classroom


One Inch Graph Paper [http://www.math.kent.edu/~white/graphpaper/one-bold.pdf](http://www.math.kent.edu/~white/graphpaper/one-bold.pdf)

*Check with the Art teacher at your local school for materials to be used in this unit*